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ISO Long (default)!
! Animal: "A0000000964000000123456" (23 characters)!        
! Industrial = "R00060000000000123456" (21 characters)!        
"
ISO Short!
! Animal: "964 000000123456" (16 characters)!        
! Industrial: "0006 0000000000123456" (21 characters)!        
"
ISO TIRIS (Texas Instruments)!
! Animal: "A 00000 0 964 000000123456" (26 characters)!        
! Industrial: "R 0006 0000000000123456" (23 characters)!        
"
F-210!
! Animal: "A 00000 0 0999 000000123456" (27 characters)!        
! Industrial: "R 0006 0000000000123456" (23 characters)!        
"
BDN-Ita!
! Animal: "10000000964000000123456" (23 characters)!        
! Industrial: "R00060000000000123456" (21 characters)!        
"
ISO Short South America (SA)!
! Animal: "964000000123456" (15 characters)!        
! Industrial: "0006 0000000000123456" (21 characters)        

Tag Display Format
There are 5 different formats for displaying the tag numbers.  They 
are selected using the Configuration menu.
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Press the left button twice (Main 
Menu/Shutdown) followed by 
the ON button.

Turn Reader OFF

After a period of inactivity the 
screen will dim and the keys will 
be locked.  Press the ON button 
to continue.

Reader Lock

If a menu is being displayed, 
press the Up button until the 
topmost screen is reached.  
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Waterproof Connector
The waterproof connector on the bottom of the reader is used for many different 
purposes listed below.

Charge the reader battery 
from 12 VDC, 110/220 VAC 
or computer USB port.

The external stick antenna plugs in to 
the waterproof connector to extend the 
reach of the reader.
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The complete reader settings are shown by selecting the Configuration.rcf file in 
the Configuration section.

Configuration

Controls show the output from scripts with the data requested in each column.
Controls
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Definitions are scripts that run on the reader.  Sample scripts are included that can 
be modified as needed.

Definitions

Equivalences are text strings that are associated with tag numbers.  When a tag 
appears the CIC string will be displayed on the same screen.

Equivalences
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Sessions are timestamped tag records.

Sessions
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Firmware images are distributed as ZIP files.  Enter Advanced mode, then select 
“Update” to select the update image in the browser.

Updating Firmware

The update will take a few minutes.
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Turn on the reader and when the menu appears, press and hold the                key 
until the logo appears in the center of the screen.

Press the Search button (ON) and the name of reader (GES3S) will appear on the 
PC.

Press “Add a device” at the top of the window.
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Press CONNECT on the Reader and a dialog will appear on the PC.

The reader will show an hourglass while making the connection.

Click on the PC balloon to finish the connection.
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After connecting, the reader will indicate the link is ready.

When complete, the following dialog is displayed.
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It takes a few seconds for the link to be established.  When the connection 
opens the reader sends a hello message.!
"
Read a tag and detections will appear on the screen.

To turn the Reader’s Bluetooth off, press and hold the                key until the logo 
appears in the center of the screen.  Select Disable.

To close the Bluetooth link, close the Putty window.
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